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— ROBERT H. SMITH CENTER AT MONTALTO —
Charlottesville, Virginia

— FIRM —

A NATIONALLY RECOGNIZED ARCHITECTURE, interior design, and planning firm, Glavé & Holmes Architecture
was founded in 1965 in Richmond, Virginia. The firm of more than 60 architects, interior designers, historic preservationists,
and supporting staff, maintains a diverse and integrated portfolio demonstrating expertise in numerous market areas,
including Higher Education, Cultural, Civic, Interior Design, Residential and Historic Preservation. Clients are provided
with comprehensive services whether projects involve new buildings, additions to buildings, rehabilitations, or adaptive reuse.
Our firm is a leading practitioner of contextual design that is inspired by the specific culture, history and surroundings
of a given community or place. We share our passion for excellence in architecture planning with our clients through a
collaborative design process, aspiring to achieve design solutions that are both beautiful and practical. Throughout the history
of the firm, we have cultivated an architectural aesthetic that is based on clarity, invention and resonance. We seek to design
buildings and spaces that link themselves to the traditions of other buildings and places, reaching out to the past, the present
and even touching the future.

— Historic preservation —

Since its founding, Glavé & Holmes Architecture has developed a strong interest and special expertise for working with
historic properties of a variety of scales and building types while employing the highest standards of quality. To solidify our
commitment to preserving historic architecture, Glavé & Holmes created a dedicated Historic Preservation Studio in 2020.
This specialized team is comprised of historic architects, architectural historians and project managers focused exclusively on
the preservation, restoration, rehabilitation and adaptive reuse of historic properties. Meeting the professional qualifications
established by the National Park Service, the team has a thorough understanding of the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards
for Rehabilitation. Services include Historic Structure Reports, condition assessments, surveys, research, State and Federal
Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credits, National Register Nominations, feasibility studies, design guidelines, restoration and
rehabilitation design, construction documents, construction administration and historically compatible new design.

— CARR'S HILL REHABILITATION —
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia

CARR'S HILL REHABILITATION
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia
Designed by architect Stanford White and constructed in
1909, Carr’s Hill is home to the President of the University
of Virginia and provides meeting and entertainment space
for University events. Listed on the National Register
of Historic Places and the Virginia Landmarks Register,
this signature historic property has been renovated for
the first time. Glavé & Holmes prepared a feasibility
study to provide programming and a site study for a new
entertainment pavilion. The study included site analysis,
massing studies and the development of a site plan. G&HA
was subsequently awarded the full project to restore the
exterior and interior of the historic house, as well as provide
outdoor event space.
The renovation work was designed and executed to high
preservation standards and in accordance with the Secretary
of the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation. The landscape
was also sensitively redesigned to support events in an
unobtrusive way. The goal was to minimize permanent
change to significant features of the buildings and site while
making it more functional for modern use. Restoration
design was also completed for the out-buildings located on
the Carr’s Hill site. This project is LEED Certified.

NOTABLE AWARDS
Award of Honor
Historic Preservation Category
AIA Virgina 2020
Merit Award
Historic Preservation Category
AIA Richmond 2020
Interior Design Excellence Award
Historic Preservation Category
ASID/IIDA Virginia 2020

O'NEIL HALL RENOVATION
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia
Glavé & Holmes Architecture adapted the former Rugby
Road Administration Building, now O’Neil Hall, for new
use as office space for senior administrative staff and other
administrative functions. Originally constructed in 1924
for faculty housing, this historically significant structure,
designed by Fiske Kimball, is an example of the Jeffersonian
classicism prominent during the early-twentieth century.
O’Neil Hall’s site offers views of the nearby mountains, and
has a deep setback that provides for a gracious entrance.
Goals for this project included preserving the historic and
architectural significance and restoring the facility’s aesthetic,
while upgrading the mechanical, electrical, and plumbing
systems, and remedying moisture issues in the lower level.
This project was completed in compliance with Secretary of
Interior Standards for Rehabilitation and has achieved LEED
Silver certification.

WILSON HALL REHABILITATION
James Madison University, Harrisonburg, Virginia
Glavé & Holmes Architecture was selected to renovate
the historic Wilson Hall for James Madison University. As
the central, iconic building of the Quad, Wilson Hall is a
recognizable landmark and has been the center of campus
life for nearly a century. The 55,480-square-foot structure
serves as home to the Department of History, consolidating offices and classrooms currently spread over several
buildings into a single location. The renovated building
creates a welcoming “Front Door” to the University that
may be enjoyed by visitors as well as students and faculty
across all disciplines. Wilson Hall accommodates faculty,
administrative offices, student study space, maker space and
classrooms within a dynamic learning environment tailored
to the pedagogy of the History Department. The design
promotes social exchange among students while creating
opportunities to showcase to the public and University
community the projects and research initiatives of the History Department.
The renovation included replacement of building systems,
life safety provisions, improved accessibility and functionality while retaining the building’s historic character.

SANDY HALL RENOVATION
Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, Virginia
Sandy Hall, constructed in 1924, is located adjacent to
Virginia Tech’s Drillfield at the core of the University, and is
one of the earliest buildings on campus. The 10,960-squarefoot building previously served as temporary swing space
for academic programs in transition, without any major
renovation since its initial construction. Glavé & Holmes
designed a matched pair of contextual additions for updated
circulation, as well as a total interior renovation of the
original building. The renovated building provides critical
program space for the School of Neuroscience, created in
2016, which now calls the building home. The School of
Neuroscience, the first school of its kind in the United States,
sought an interior environment that would stimulate casual
but innovative interactions among students and faculty,
facilitating spontaneous discovery of new ideas.

DAVIDSON HALL RENOVATION
Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, Virginia
Virginia Tech selected Glavé & Holmes for the renovation of
three historic academic facilities on their campus, including
Davidson Hall. This project rehabilitated the historic front
section of Davidson Hall to provide a new administrative
center for the Department as well as active learning
classrooms.
The front section of Davidson Hall, covering 28,133 square
feet, houses seven classrooms, in addition to multiple
administrative and faculty offices for the Department of
Chemistry. The building, which dates to the 1930s, received
a full overhaul into a modern teaching-and-research building.
Visitors to Davidson Hall are welcomed by a new two-story
atrium at the front entrance. The open atrium incorporates
elements of both the traditional Collegiate Gothic and
modern architecture styles seen throughout campus. Interior
enhancements to the front section of the building include
renovated classrooms, administrative and faculty offices,
expanded A/V capabilities, modern furnishings, and a new
collaborative scale-up classroom. The team fully renovated
the building’s exterior and interior to remedy extensive egress
and ADA deficiencies, deteriorated building systems, and
flood plain vulnerability.

COLLEGE OF LIBERAL ARTS AND
HUMAN SCIENCES BUILDING
RENOVATION
Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, Virginia
Glavé & Holmes was hired by Virginia Tech for the
renovation of the College of Liberal Arts and Human
Sciences Building, originally constructed in 1899 as a
YMCA building. The 14,314-square-foot building was
one of the most outdated buildings on campus and
received a comprehensive interior and exterior renovation.
Interior upgrades include an elevator, new energy-efficient
systems, modern furnishings, and enhanced technology.
A 2,000-square-foot, four-story addition was added to the
northwest side.
The renovation retained several historical features. A point
of pride for the building’s original architecture was the
discovery, during demolition, of a large archway. Through the
years and the re-purposing of the building, previous efforts
had enclosed the archway. Once rediscovered, the team
restored and reinstalled the archway casework.
The building is now the administrative home to the College
of Liberal Arts and Human Sciences, housing both the Office
of the Dean and the Center for Humanities.

COLONNADE RENOVATION
Washington and Lee University, Lexington, Virginia
Washington and Lee University’s front campus was
designated a National Historic District in 1973, described
by the Interior as “one of the most dignified and beautiful
college campuses in the nation”. In the center stands the
Colonnade, comprised of the five most iconic buildings
in the historic district: Washington, Payne, Robinson,
Newcomb, and Tucker Halls. The phased rehabilitation of
the building spanned eight years.
The Colonnade is deeply revered, making any change
sensitive. However, restoring its vitality was paramount to
the University: code deficiencies, inefficient infrastructure,
and worn interiors reflected decades of use. Offices were
inadequate, spaces for interaction were sparse, technology
was an afterthought, and there weren’t even bathrooms on
the third floors. Understanding the beloved nature of the
buildings, the University established lofty goals for this
undertaking.
G&HA followed the guidelines from the Secretary of
the Interior’s Standards for Rehabilitation to preserve the
major character and defining features in each building
while upgrading all the MEP and life safety systems
throughout. Because of space constraints, a new utility
structure was designed and located across Stemmons Plaza
to sit below grade. The structure’s green roof and seating
areas integrate it into the site and enhance the landscape.
The project achieved LEED Silver and historic tax credits.

NOTABLE AWARDS
Honor Award
SCUP/AIA-CAE Excellence in Architecture, 2018
Award of Merit
Historic Preservation Category
AIA Virgina 2018

SCOTT SHIPP HALL RENOVATION
Virginia Military Institute, Lexington, Virginia
Scott Shipp Hall is a c.1918 Gothic Revival structure at the
Virginia Military Institute. Completed in 1919 with a major
addition in 1955, Scott Shipp Hall is the home of English,
International Studies, Economic/Business, Modern Languages and History Departments that make up a large part of
the VMI cadets’ core curriculum. G&HA was commissioned
for the renovation, approximately 66,840 square feet, and
for an infill addition of 28,000 square feet and five stories to
accommodate the increased size of the Corps of Cadets. The
addition will primarily be used for humanities classrooms
and faculty offices. The scope also includes building system
upgrades, exterior repairs, replacement of windows and
doors, replacement of finishes, and site improvements.

SUPERINTENDENT'S QUARTERS
REHABILITATION
Virginia Military Institute, Lexington, Virginia
The Superintendent’s Quarters at Virginia Military Institute
is one of the best surviving examples of the work of pioneering architect Alexander Jackson Davis. It was built
starting in 1860 and was one of three faculty houses built
adjacent to the Parade Ground. Together with the adjacent
Maury House, built in 1852, and the original section
of the Barracks (begun 1850), it is one of three Davis buildings to survive to the present. During the Civil War the
Gilham House interior was burned by Union troops so that
only the masonry walls survived. It was rebuilt immediately. The Executive Mansion or Superintendent’s Quarters
was spared as it was used as the headquarters of the Union
forces, remained largely undamaged.
The renovation of this structure will include: repairing
the exterior envelope and detail work; replacing the roof;
replacing select finishes, adding code compliant railings to
select areas, modifying select areas of the interior layout,
providing greater accessibility where possible, replacing
mechanical and plumbing as needed for new layout, and
modifying electrical as needed for new layout. Sitework will
include: regrading as needed to direct water away from the
building and adding an ADA entry to include brick walk,
concrete landing, and stone walls.

NORMAN HALL
REHABILITATION
University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida
The rehabilitation of historic Norman Hall (1932) was
a top priority for the University of Florida. As one of
several buildings listed on the National Historic Register,
the gothic revival building is a vital historical asset to the
campus and home to faculty, staff, and students of the
College of Education. Glavé & Holmes collaborated with
Walker Architects to restore the building exterior, update
interior spaces to new academic standards, and improve the
functionality of the building and its systems.
Public spaces were restored and upgraded to capitalize
on the original ceiling heights and to incorporate new
informal student collaboration spaces. Many of the original
classrooms spaces that had been subdivided into offices
have been converted back into classrooms. This decision
consolidates classrooms in common locations, improving
wayfinding, and allowing for significant upgrades in
technology. Design work also included an expansion to
provide a new conference and meeting space, and the
addition of a satellite food service site to the facility.
The overall goal of these renovations and additions was
to preserve the historic character of the building while
bringing it into the 21st century.

NORTH COURT RENOVATION
University of Richmond, Richmond, Virginia
Originally designed by Ralph Adams Cram, the 100-year
old North Court was built as a residential community for
the University of Richmond. G&HA fully renovated the
building. Traditional hall style rooms and common baths
were replaced by semi-suite configurations, with expanded
amenities for social gathering, study groups, and formal
meetings.
The original dining hall and large meeting spaces have
been transformed to house the music department, with a
recital hall, choir room and world music practice room.
The interior spaces are warm, inviting and enduring
in nature, as was the original intent of Cram’s multifunctional building. The renovation includes new
building systems, modifications for code and accessibility
compliance, and a remediation of the envelope to resolve
water infiltration issues and increase energy efficiency.
Jeffrey Riehl, Chair of the University's Music Department
says, "The Perkinson renovations resulted in a space that
is significantly more functional as a performance venue:
the acoustic is better, the seating is better, the sight lines
from the house to the stage are hugely improved, the
lighting is greatly improved, exterior sound bleed into the
hall bas been remedied, the HVAC is quiet, the recording
equipment is actually useful, and the space is beautiful."

SCOTT HOUSE STUDY
AND REHABILITATION
Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, Virginia
The Scott House is one of Richmond’s most significant
examples of American Renaissance architecture and
is listed on the National Register of Historic Places.
It was completed in 1911 and acquired by Virginia
Commonwealth University (VCU) in 2001. The
18,000-square-foot mansion was built for Frederic William
Scott and his wife Elizabeth Strother Scott. It was modeled
after the Marble House in Newport, Rhode Island,
which referenced the Petit Trianon at Versailles. Interior
plasterwork is attributed to prominent sculptor and plaster
contractor, Ferruccio Legnaioli.
VCU commissioned Glavé & Holmes Architecture
(G&HA) to provide a feasibility study to assess existing
conditions, programming, and conceptual design.
Subsequently, G&HA was selected to provide a historicallysensitive rehabilitation to allow the building to serve as
meeting and event space for visiting and University groups.
Goals for rehabilitation the Scott House included
restoration of the exterior masonry and windows; upgraded
mechanical, electrical and plumbing systems; and new
restrooms, office space and meeting rooms. While the
rehabilitation will serve a variety of modern programmatic
functions, the building’s historic fabric was restored in
accordance with the Secretaty of the Interior's Standards for
Rehabilitation and the University’s preservation philosophy
for historic buildings.

ROBERT H. SMITH CENTER AT
MONTALTO
Charlottesville, Virginia
Overlooking Monticello, the rehabilitation of Montalto
creates a world class extension of the Robert H. Smith International Center for Jefferson Studies. Originally designed
in 1903 by Philadelphia architect, Charles Barton Keene,
Montalto has been adapted and expanded to provide for
multiple new functions as a meeting space, teleconferencing
center, facility for visiting dignitaries and event space.
Glavé & Holmes completed restoration of the interior and
exterior, the design of two sympathetic additions, incorporation of new systems, infrastructure and technology and
the interior design and selection of all furniture, fixtures
and equipment. The new facility houses the executive Board
Room for the Thomas Jefferson Foundation. A new catering kitchen is incorporated to allow for the facility to be
utilized for events, lectures and weddings. The front façade
has been restored to its original historic appearance, including the distinctive Ludowici tile roof in its original color,
restoration of the original stone masonry and rehabilitation
of the original historic windows. A complete new landscape
design has been incorporated to provide parking, outdoor terraces and event space that blends into the natural
splendor of the hilltop site overlooking Charlottesville. The
project has achieved LEED-Silver certification.

NOTABLE AWARDS
Award of Merit
Historic Preservation Category
AIA Virgina 2012
Interior Design Excellence Award
Historic Preservation Category
ASID/IIDA Virginia 2012

ALEXANDER BLACK HOUSE &
CULTURAL CENTER
Town of Blacksburg, Blacksburg, Virginia
The restoration and site design for this project converted
a c.1897 Victorian residence, the home of Alexander
Black, into a museum, gallery, and meeting facility. The
new center serves to narrate the story of Blacksburg and
functions as a community gathering place. To prevent its
destruction resulting from development activity on Main
Street, the Alexander Black house was acquired by the
town in 2002 and moved to its current location. G&HA
restored the exterior to its late-19th-century appearance
and made necessary modifications and additions to
provide for its new function as a museum and cultural
center. The team preserved historic fabric wherever
possible. Interior reconfiguration of the original core
was minimized, historically inappropriate modifications
were removed, and a new contextual rear addition was
constructed for accessibility and egress to and from the two
principal floors. Archival photographs and research helped
determine the historic qualities and original existing
materials were utilized as feasible. The Town of Blacksburg
successfully partnered with a private non-profit foundation
to preserve this piece of local heritage for the community.

Before

BRODY JEWISH CENTER
REHABILITATION AND
HISTORIC TAX CREDITS
Charlottesville, Virginia
The Brody Jewish Center is a Hillel House located in
the Rugby Road-University Corner historical district
near the University of Virginia grounds. It was founded
in 1941 and provides social programs, community
service opportunities, educational seminars, and
religious offerings for the University’s Jewish students.
The historic building, named the Larry W. Berman
Student Center, was originally a residence built in
1913-14 with an addition later built in 2011. Glavé &
Holmes Architecture and Martin Horn were engaged
to renovate a portion of the existing facility and provide
improvements to the surrounding site.
The house was rehabilitated to accommodate staff in
a more functional setting and increase student and
staff interaction. The design is in compliance with the
Secretary of the Interior's Standards for Rehabilitation
and has received historic tax credits.

THE VALENTINE RENOVATION
Richmond, Virginia
The Valentine has been the City of Richmond’s history
museum for more than 100 years. The facility is
comprised of four houses of varying periods, including
the restored Wickham House, a National Historic
Landmark property; the Cecil House; and the Valentine
Row Houses. The Owner sought to enliven the primary
public spaces on the first and lower levels with a
contemporary aesthetic that is sensitive to the historic
character of the existing museum.
Glavé & Holmes successfully altered the interiors to
conceal previously exposed infrastructure, thusly creating
refined spaces that retain a contextual consciousness
to their historic provenance. Exterior windows were
reopened to the interior and now boost filtered glazing,
which make the entire facility feel more open and
inviting. Gallery spaces were expanded and reorganized
to include a new community gallery, orientation gallery,
and improved permanent and special exhibition galleries.
Additionally, the education areas and other public spaces,
such as the entry/reception and the museum shop, were
completely renovated to embody the new image of The
Valentine. The overall impact of the renovation has been
remarkable both for the museum and the surrounding
neighborhoods. The Valentine has seen a 30% increase in
visitation since the reopening and a significant rise in the
frequency of community-centered events.

NAVFAC HISTORIC FACILITIES
REHABILITATIONS
Norfolk Naval Shipyard, Portsmouth, Virginia
Glavé & Holmes has completed multiple projects for Naval
Facilities Command (NAVFAC), as a historic preservation
specialist for projects as part of a Design-Build team led
by the Whiting Turner Contracting Company. Work has
included the rehabilitations of Buildings 30(c. 1820/1866)
and M32 (c 1895). Both structures at the historic shipyard
are contributing structures to a National Historic Landmark
District designation. G&HA provided historic preservation
review of design and construction activities, management
of the approval process through the SHPO, and regular
construction phase visits and reporting on compliance
of construction activity in accordance with preservation
goals, directives and specifications. These projects involved
the added challenge of incorporating Blast Resistance and
Progressive Collapse requirements into the historic buildings
without compromising historic integrity. In both cases, this
was the first time a preservation specialist had been mandated
as part of the project team.

Building M32

Building 30

REPAIR AND MODERNIZATION
OF ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
United States Naval Academy, Annapolis, Maryland
Glavé & Holmes worked with the United States Naval
Academy, as part of the construction team, to provide
services as the Quality Control Specialist for Historic
Preservation. For this particular National Historic
Landmark Property, our primary role included reviewing,
based on Construction Documents provided by another
firm, all construction methods and techniques and
evaluating preliminary and completed work to ensure
that work was completed according to preservation
standards. This is the first time NAVFAC (Naval
Facilities Command) and the US Naval Academy have
incorporated a professional for Quality Control in
Historic Preservation at the Naval Academy, owing to
the sensitive nature of the restoration work. The work
primarily involved rehabilitation of the existing structure,
including repair and restoration of historic glazed brick,
repairs to the slate and copper roofing, and restoration of
original interior finishes and millwork. A small addition
was incorporated on the rear. G&HA provided reviews
of all specialty contractors and regular observation of
restoration work, to ensure compliance with the Secretary
of Interior Standards for Rehabilitation. Located in the
core of the campus, the Administration Building (c.1908)
is subject to review by the Maryland State Historic
Preservation Office, NAVFAC, and is a contributing
structure to the U.S. Naval Academy’s Historic District.

GUNSTON HALL MASTER PLAN &
REHABILITATIONS
Mason Neck, Virginia
Gunston Hall, the home of George Mason IV, is located on
Mason Neck in Fairfax County. The property has operated
as a public house museum for over 60 years. In 2015,
G&HA completed a master plan for the 500+ acre property
of Gunston Hall to guide the anticipated improvements
to the property. The team conducted an analysis of the
existing campus, projecting new and renovated building
improvements for the next 20 years. G&HA helped establish
locations and implementation strategies for planned
improvements, based on the facility needs assessment.
During the research and analysis phase, G&HA collected
and reviewed relevant Owner-provided materials and data
on Gunston Hall, including topographic survey, previous
planning documents, and historic records to inform
decisions.
G&HA is currently working on plans for systems
replacement in the historic mansion and preservation of
the exterior of the 18th century building. Our team is also
overseeing the restoration for the Mason Era river-side
garden, including viewing mounts and terraces. The garden
project is critical to supporting enhanced interpretive
and educational programs and will be based on landscape
research and archaeological investigations. G&HA recently
completed a renovation of the existing Visitor Center
originally constructed in 1953, addressing the functional
maintenance and building related challenges that lead the
building to have a significant energy footprint, and make
the space inadequate for display of environmentally sensitive
historic objects.

BREMO ROOF RESTORATION
Fluvanna County, Virginia
Glavé & Holmes was engaged to research and design the
replacement of the roof balustrade and the upper rooftop
railing at Bremo. These architectural elements represent key
architectural features in the design evolution of one of the
most important examples of domestic architecture associated
with the Palladian and Jeffersonian tradition in America.
Balustrades were invented in the Renaissance as a way of
crowning the top of a classical composition. Through
analysis, G&HA was able to propose forms for the balustrade
and other elements, and determine the most appropriate
construction materials to produce a long-lasting, historically
accurate restoration.

MORSON'S ROW
REHABILITATION
Department of General Services, Richmond, Virginia
Morson's Row is one of the earliest and most important
examples of Italianate architecture in Richmond. The three
bow front townhouses, totaling approximately 21,000
square feet, are located at 219-223 Governor Street near
Richmond’s Capital Square. The property, constructed
in 1853 and designed by James Morson as residential
accommodation and later for office use, is now largely
vacant. Morson's Row is the only remaining evidence of
the residential neighborhood that once surrounded Capitol
Square. The buildings have received various upgrades and
general refurbishment; however, they have deteriorated
significantly since vacancy. The property has been listed
on the National Register of Historic Places since 1969 as a
result of its architectural merit and historical value.
Glavé & Holmes is designing a renovation and addition to
the south that is intended to provide a new accessible main
entry to the combined building complex, as well as vertical
circulation through a new elevator and stair. From the entry
tower, the addition extends north to the northern edge of
the building, providing a new circulation core between the
historic bow front units and historic ells, loading dock and
service area, clearance requirements, column spacing and
turning radius requirements were analyzed and studied as
part of the project scope.

BIRDWOOD MANSION
REHABILITATION DESIGN
University of Virginia Foundation, Charlottesville, Virginia
Birdwood Mansion is located west of the University of
Virginia in Charlottesville, Virginia. The original portion of
the Jeffersonian mansion was constructed ca. 1819. To the
south of the original building, there is a significant Colonial
Revival addition built in 1909. Significant alterations
were made to the original structure when the addition was
added.
Glavé & Holmes completed Schematic Design for the
renovation of the mansion and the six surrounding
outbuildings. The project’s highest priority is to create
a four to five-star hospitality venue while retaining the
property’s historic character. Birdwood is individually
listed on the National Register of Historic Places, so much
of the rehabilitation will be focused on restoring and
preserving the historic character of the buildings as they are
updated to serve new uses. The project will be completed
in accordance with the Secretary of the Interior’s Standards
for Rehabilitation and has completed the Part 2 tax credit
application.

CRISFIELD CUSTOMS HOUSE
Crisfield Heritage Foundation, Crisfield, Maryland
The Customs House is one of the most historically significant
locations in Crisfield, Maryland. Constructed just after the
turn of the century, when Crisfield was the homeport to
more sailing vessels than anywhere in the United States, this
building served as the location for the United States Post
Office and that of the U.S. Customs Service as well. Glavé &
Holmes worked with the Crisfield Heritage Foundation to
provide preliminary analysis and preparation of a feasibility
study to evaluate the proposed new facility and assist the
Foundation in soldifying the parameters of proposed
improvements to the property. The completed feasibility
study established a project scope, program, schedule, and
budget for the proposed building improvements. Following
the feasibility study, G&HA developed a conceptual design
that proposed an incremental strategy to bring the Custom
House into full use in support of the programs available
in the Crisfield Heritage Museum. It would rehabilitate
the structure as a visitor center and gift shop with ether a
multipurpose meeting room at the rear or an exhibit gallery
interpreting the Chesapeake Bay Watermen. The second
floor could house offices or storage until such time as an
elevator could be added to improve accessibility. With the
collaboration of the City, the parking lot to the east would
be developed as a plaza based around a theme celebrating the
heritage of the watermen.

WATERFORD MILL
REHABILITATION
Loudoun County, Waterford, Virginia
The historic merchant mill in the National Historic
Landmark village of Waterford was built in about 1830. It
has been used since the 1940s as the site for an important
annual craft fair and as a symbol of the village’s history and
integrity. Constant inundation of the foundation by water
from Catoctin Creek, in addition to other structural issues,
has taken a toll on the building over many years. The first
phase of the project was to perform a full historic structure
report, analyzing the building’s form and condition in the
light of its historic significance and outlining a series of
recommendations for returning it to the best condition for
long-term preservation. The second phase, underway at this
time, is to make the structural and architectural adaptations needed to bring the recommendations to completion
as a fully interpreted, safe, and engaging part of Waterford’s
heritage. Actions include lowering the tail race to a level
that would permit water to readily exit the race, repairing
decayed parts of the milling equipment, bringing the building up to code, and making nearly invisible changes to the
structural system.

SWEET BRIAR HOUSE
INTERIOR DESIGN & HISTORIC
STRUCTURES REPORT
Sweet Briar, Virginia
Glavé & Holmes provided interior design services and an
updated Historic Structure Report for the rehabilitation
of the historic Sweet Briar House at Sweet Briar College.
The 10,400-square-foot house, originally built in 1790,
is listed in the National Register of Historic Places and
serves as the residence of the College's President.
The goal for this project was to create a coherent, visual
appearance and interpretation consistent with the stature
of the house. Interior finishes were updated in public
areas of first floor and second floor. Toilet rooms, kitchen
and ancillary spaces were reconfigured in support of the
public areas and structural analysis of the floor system
in the second floor library. The work was completed
according to the Department of Interior's Standards
for Rehabilitation. Treatments convey an appropriate
aesthetic consistent with the resource's period of
significance.

WARM SPRINGS BATH HOUSES
HISTORIC STRUCTURE REPORT
The Homestead, Bath County, Virginia
The pools and related buildings at Warm Springs, owned and
operated by the Omni Homestead, have been an essential
part of the history of the Warm Springs Valley for more
than 250 years. They have been a part of the Homestead
hydrotherapy program since 1925. These delicate, framed
structures are exposed year round to damaging water-,
humidity-, and temperature-related cycles. They are
positioned directly over the springhead on minimal footings
and foundations. The purpose of the historic structures
report was to chart a path for full rehabilitation of the four
structures that make up the bath complex. Research for the
report combined extensive documentary research during
the winter of 2015-16 with methodical examination and
analysis of the physical fabric, resulting in a set of prioritized
recommendations.
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Warm Springs Baths
A Great Bath (Gentlemen’s Bath)
B Ladies’ Bath
C Reception House

D Drinking Spring
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BLANDY EXPERIMENTAL FARM
RECONNAISSANCE SURVEY
University of Virginia, Boyce, Virginia
The Blandy Experimental Farm, a property of the
University of Virginia since 1926, is operated under the
university’s Department of Environmental Sciences. A new
2,000-square-foot research greenhouse, built in 2016, is
located next door to the new lab which opened in 2012.
This replaced the deteriorating and outmoded existing
research greenhouse, dating from 1941. At that point the
old greenhouse had no purpose and became a hazard. Plans
are to demolish it. At the same time a disused ca. 1890
frame corn crib adjoining the historic barn on another
portion of the farm showed severe signs of collapse. It was
determined to the remove it to ameliorate safety concerns.
At the request of the University of Virginia, G&HA
was asked to conduct a historic building documentation
for the 1941 Greenhouse and ca. 1890 corn crib for
the Department of Historic Resources. The purpose of
this report is to document the two structures prior to
demolition.

COBB HALL INTENSIVE
SURVEY AND REPORT
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia
Glavé & Holmes Architecture, as consultants to Robert A.
M. Stern Architects, spearheaded the historic preservation
considerations for Cobb Hall. As part of a larger project for
the expansion of the McIntire School of Commerce, the
site of Cobb Hall, located opposite Rouss and Robertson
Halls, was selected by the University of Virginia. The
project included the rehabilitation of the northwest portion
of Cobb Hall, while removing the portions to the south
to make room for Shumway Hall, fronting Jefferson Park
Avenue. Completed in 1917, Cobb Hall was constructed
as a new chemistry building. It was designed by Walter
D. Blair and funded in part by J. B. Cobb. It is listed in
the 2006 UVA Historic Framework Plan as an Important
resource in terms of preservation priority.

HOLLY LAWN RENOVATION
Richmond, Virginia
Located in Richmond’s Hermitage Road Historic District,
the 14,500-square-foot Holly Lawn residence is a Queen
Anne-style house built in 1901. The two and a half story
house, listed on the National Register of Historic Places, is
distinguished by a tall hipped roof with a kicked profile at
the front half, projecting towers, dormers, and square and
polygonal projections. Each side was given a different architectural treatment, creating a picturesque silhouette.
In 2016, a large oak tree fell across the west front of Holly
Lawn causing extensive damage to the exterior and interior
architectural detailing and finishes, the roof, and numerous structural elements. The Owners desired to restore the
house to its original splendor, a feat that required extensive
research and reconstruction. The architectural significance
of the house necessitated a sensitive approach by the team.
In order to return the house as close as possible to its original appearance, Glavé & Holmes and Restoration Builders of Virginia specified restoration approaches that were
compatible with the original construction.
While removing all the damaged sections, the contractor salvaged as many elements as possible for reuse, which
were also used as a template to replicate any new items to
match the existing. G&HA, studying historic photos and
the existing architectural elements, created drawings and
specifications to aid in the reconstruction process. The slate
was quarried from Buckingham County, the same location
as the original. Salvaged wood was used for roof framing
repairs in the attic. New wood used during the restoration
was rough sawn and stained to match the existing. Salvaged
brick was inspected to ensure its suitability for reuse, and
mortar color mockups were used to match new with existing brick. The collaborative effort by the Owner, Contractor, and Architect breathed new life into a well-loved home.

NOTABLE AWARDS
Golden Hammer Award
Best Restoration
Historic Richmond Foundation 2018

RICHMOND HILL
HISTORIC STRUCTURES REPORT
& REHABILITATION
Richmond, Virginia
Glavé & Holmes recently performed a historic structures
report for the historic monastic complex known as
Richmond Hill. The hill-top location, first developed
in the 1780s, became the site of several architecturally
significant houses. These were adapted in the 1860s as
a school and convent operated by the Catholic Sisters
of the Visitation. After years of occupation and several
building campaigns, including construction of a chapel
and dormitory, the sisters moved to a new location,
providing an opportunity for the ecumenical Richmond
Hill community to purchase and thoroughly rehabilitate
the complex and its walled garden. The Historic
Structures Report for Richmond Hill placed all the past
interventions and any future work in context with the
building’s history and historic significance, assisting in
short- and long-term decision-making around the project
involving maintenance and repairs. It also provided
a records base for proposed work, with drawings and
photographs documenting existing conditions.

JARRATT HOUSE HISTORIC
STRUCTURE REPORT
Petersburg, Virginia
The Jarratt House is a two-story, brick, double house
located at 808-810 Logan Street in the Pocahontas Island
neighborhood in Petersburg, Virginia, one of the nation’s
oldest African American communities. Pocahontas evolved
from a typical white dominated town in the eighteenth
century to a primarily African American community during
the first half of the nineteenth century. Throughout the
island’s history the African American population has been
notable, and today the island still maintains its deep roots
in African American culture and traditions. The isolated
community and its architectural heritage were devastated
by a tornado in 1993, and the Jarratt House is the most
important survivor associated with the community’s
history as a home to the town’s most significant free black
communities in the years before the Civil War.
The Jarratt House was built as about 1820 as a double house
containing two residential units. The two halves of the brick
double dwelling known as the Jarratt House were acquired by
Lavinia Sampson, a free colored woman of Native American
descent, in 1853 and 1862. Since that time. The property has
a long history of association with prominent people of color
in the local community. After many years of neglect, the
City of Petersburg acquired the house in order to restore it as
historic focus for the community.
Glavé & Holmes worked with Gray & Pape Heritage
Management to study the historic context and physical
condition of the building and to produce a Historic
Structures Report to provide guidance to the City of
Petersburg for interpretation, restoration, and rehabilitation
of the building. The property is currently owned by the City
of Petersburg, and due to its vacancy, is suffering from serious
structural issues.

— SCOTT HOUSE REHABILITATION —
Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, Virginia

STEVEN BLASHFIELD, AIA, LEED AP BD+C
– principal, director of the cultural studio –

Steven Blashfield directs the Cultural Studio at Glavé & Holmes Architecture. With over two
decades of experience, Steven has a career focus on preservation of heritage properties and
environmental stewardship. His experience ranges from working with historic properties to
museum planning and design, including recent projects at the Virginia Museum of Fine Arts,
the Science Museum of Virginia, and Gunston Hall. He directs a team of talented architects
and designers who share a broad range of experience with cultural and higher education
projects throughout the southeast. Steven has been a guest speaker on visitor experience in
museums for multiple state and regional associations and regularly facilitates public meetings
and stakeholder processes with various clients. He received the 2015 Ann Brownson Award
for exceptional service to the Virginia museum community by the Virginia Association of
Museums.
e xperience

24 Years Total Experience
10 Years with Glavé & Holmes

education

Master of Architecture, University of Oregon
Master of Historic Preservation, University of Oregon
Bachelor of Science, Architecture, Clemson University

registration

affiliations

Virginia, Florida, West Virginia, District of Columbia, Massachusetts, NCARB, LEED AP BD+C
American Institute of Architects, American Alliance of Museums, Virginia Association of
Museums

SELECTED PROJECTS

Scott Shipp Hall Renovation
Virginia Military Institute, Lexington, Virginia

The Valentine Museum Renovation
Richmond, Virginia

College of Liberal Arts & Human Sciences Building
Renovation
Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, Virginia

Gunston Hall Master Plan and Visitor Center Renovation
Lorton, Virginia

Alexander Black House and Cultural Center Restoration
Blacksburg, Virginia
NAVFAC Historic Facilities Rehabilitations
Norfolk Naval Shipyard, Portsmouth, Virginia
Repair & Modernization of Administration Building
United States Naval Academy, Annapolis, Maryland

National D-Day Memorial Master Plan
Bedford, Virginia
Fabergé Gallery Expansion and Renovation
Virginia Museum of Fine Arts, Richmond, Virginia
Crisfield Customs House
Crisfield, Maryland

susan reed, aia, NCARB
– director of historic preservation –

As a Historic Architect, Susan Reed has worked exclusively on historic properties for two
decades. She has worked on a variety of project types including theatres, museums, academic
buildings, warehouses, historic residences, commercial buildings, churches, rural farm
buildings, government buildings and even an off shore lighthouse. Services have included
condition assessments, feasibility studies, restoration and rehabilitation design, the design
of compatible additions to historic structures, compatible new designs for historic contexts,
construction documents, construction administration, Historic Structures Reports, National
Register Nominations, and State and Federal Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credits. Susan
has most recently worked on the rehabilitation of Carr’s Hill at the University of Virginia,
the Scott House at Virginia Commonwealth University, and Wilson Hall at James Madison
University.

e xperience

20 Years Total Experience
3 Years with Glavé & Holmes

education

Master of Architecture, Certificate in Historic Preservation, University of Virginia
Bachelor of Art, Art History / Architectural History Minor, University of Virginia

licensure
Affiliations

Architect: Virginia
American Institute of Architects; National Trust for Historic Preservation
Center for Palladian Studies; Association for Preservation Technology (DC Chapter)
The Society for College and University Planning (SCUP)

SELECTED PROJECTS

Scott House Rehabilitation
Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, Virginia

Commandant's Quarters (Maury House) Rehabilitation*
Virginia Military Institute, Lexington, Virginia

Birdwood Mansion Rehabilitation Design
Charlottesville, Virginia

Portsmouth Naval Hospital Special Independent
Observer*
Norfolk Naval Shipyard, Portsmouth, Virginia

Carr's Hill Rehabilitation
University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Virginia
Wilson Hall Rehabilitation
James Madison University, Harrisonburg, Virginia
National Museum of National History HSR*
Washington D.C.

Executive Mansion Accessibility Study & Design*
Richmond, Virginia
The Capitol Building Exterior Repairs*
Richmond, Virginia
*Projects completed while with a previous firm.

gibson Worsham, aia, cdt
– architectectural historian –

Gibson Worsham is a licensed Architect and holds a Master’s Degree in Architectural History.
He brings to his projects a focus on preservation, conservation, reconstruction, and adaptive
re-use, as well as traditionally-designed new building projects and contextually appropriate
additions. Gibson has led surveys of historic structures and districts, provided post-disaster
review of historic districts for FEMA, drafted successful nominating reports, managed
tax credit approvals, and designed building guidelines for historic neighborhoods. Recent
assignments include a conditions assessment for Virginia Commonwealth University’s Scott
House, interpretive planning for the civil rights site at the Moton Museum in Farmville,
restoration of the 1820s county jail at Goochland Courthouse, the historic structure report
for the Jarratt House in Petersburg's historic free black community, and the historic structure
report for the 18th century Saint John's Church in Richmond.

e xperience

38 Years Total Experience
5 Years With Glavé & Holmes

education

Master of Architectural History, University of Virginia
Bachelor of Architecture, Virginia Tech

licensure
Affiliations

Architect: Virginia
AIA, International Network for Traditional Building, Architecture, and Urbanism, Society of
Architectural Historians

SELECTED PROJECTS

Richmond Hill Ecumenical Retreat Center
Historic Structure Report & Rehabilitation
Richmond, Virginia
Sweetbriar House Historic Structure Report
Sweetbriar College, Amherst, Virginia

Waterford Mill Rehabilitation
Waterford, Virginia
Bremo Plantation Balustrade Restoration
Fluvanna County, Virginia

Massey House Relocation Study
James Monroe’s Highland, Albemarle County, Virginia

Warm Springs Historic Structure Report & National
Register Nomination
Warm Springs, Virginia

Jarratt House Historic Structure Report
Petersburg, Virginia

Scott House Feasibility Study
Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, Virginia

nickolas D. coile, AIA, CDT, leed ap
– project manager –

Nickolas Coile is an Associate in the firm and an accomplished Project Manager. Nick has
earned a reputation for working on some of the firm’s most complex historic renovation
projects. His recent projects have included renovations to two historic buildings in the
Norfolk Naval Shipyard Historic District, the adaptive reuse of a contributing structure to the
Fort Monroe National Historic District for new use as a Visitor Center, and the rehabilitation
and expansion of Scott Shipp Hall at Virginia Military Institute. Nick received his bachelor’s
degree and a Master of Architecture from Judson University in Elgin, Illinois.

e xperience

14 Years Total Experience
13 Years With Glavé & Holmes

education

Master of Architecture, Judson University
Bachelor of Arts, Judson University

licensure
Affiliations

Architect: Virginia
American Institute of Architects, APT

SELECTED PROJECTS

Superintendent’s Quarters Rehabilitation
Virginia Military Institute, Lexington, Virginia

Building 30
Norfolk Naval Shipyard, Portsmouth, Virginia

Turman House Rehabilitation
Virginia Military Institute, Lexington, Virginia

Building M32
Norfolk Naval Shipyard, Portsmouth, Virginia

Scott Shipp Hall Rehabilitation and Expansion
Virginia Military Institute, Lexington, Virginia

Scott House Feasibility Study
Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, Virginia

Fort Monroe Visitor Center Rehabilitation
Fort Monroe Authority, Fort Monroe, Virginia

Storum Hall Repairs & Upgrades
Virginia State University, Petersburg, Virginia

Fred Esenwein, Ph.d., AIA, NCARB
– historic architect –

Fred earned his B. Arch and MS in Architecture degrees from Virginia Tech, and a Ph.D.
from the University of Pennsylvania, with specialization in American architecture in the
late nineteenth century. He is a licensed architect in Virginia and has worked on various
higher education projects in the Commonwealth. Before joining the firm, Fred taught as an
Assistant Professor at Mississippi State University and was a visiting scholar for two summers
at the Frank Lloyd Wright School of Architecture at Taliesin, Wisconsin. He is a member of
the Society of Architectural Historians and the Southeast Chapter.

e xperience

15 Years Total Experience
2 Years With Glavé & Holmes

education

Doctor of Philosophy (Architecture), University of Pennsylvania, 2016
Master of Science in Architecture, Virginia Tech, 2011
Bachelors of Architecture, Virginia Tech, 2005 (Summa Cum Laude)

licensure
Affiliations

Architect: Virginia
American Institute of Architects, Society of Architectural Historians

SELECTED PROJECTS

Putney House Roof Replacement
Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, Virginia
Richmond Academy of Medicine Water Infiltration
Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, Virginia
Waterford Mill Rehabilitation
Waterford, Virginia

The Branch Museum of Architecture & Design
Rehabilitation Projects
Richmond, Virginia
Watson Manor Renovation and Addition*
Charlottesville, Virginia
Jefferson Quarry Office Building*
Private Developer, Charlottesville, Virginia

Richmond Hill Ecumenical Retreat Center
Historic Structure Report & Rehabilitation
Richmond, Virginia
*Projects completed while with a previous firm.

winnie sung, AIA, CCS, CCCA,LEED AP BD+C
– director of quality –

With more than 30 years of experience, Winnie Ma Sung has led the steady growth of a
dynamic architectural skills, focusing on technical and design excellence. With a strong
attention to detail, she currently serves as the Director of Quality and directs staff training
within the firm through G&HA University, oversees quality review of contract documents,
and maintains the firm’s Quality Management System. Sung has specialized in creative,
unique solutions for diverse project types. Her project scale ranges from trellis design to highrise buildings. Client types include homeowners, businesses and public agencies.

e xperience

31 Years Total Experience
6 Years With Glavé & Holmes

education

Master of Architecture, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor
Bachelor of Arts, Architecture, University of California, Berkeley

licensure

Affiliations

Architect: Virginia, North Carolina, District of Columbia, Florida, California, NCARB,
LEED AP BD+C, Certified Construction Specifier, Certified Construction Contract
Administrator, Construction Document Technologist
American Institute of Architects, Richmond Chapter Construction Specifications Institute

SELECTED PROJECTS

Scott Shipp Hall Rehabilitation and Expansion
Virginia Military Institute, Lexington, Virginia

Wilson Hall Renovation
James Madison University, Harrisonburg, Virginia

Superintendent’s Quarters Rehabilitation
Virginia Military Institute, Lexington, Virginia

Davidson Hall Renovation
Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, Virginia

Turman House Rehabilitation
Virginia Military Institute, Lexington, Virginia

Sandy Hall Renovation
Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, Virginia

Norman Hall Renovation
University of Florida, Gainesville, Florida

Liberal Arts Building Renovation
Virginia Tech, Blacksburg, Virginia

— BRODY JEWISH CENTER —
Charlottesville, Virginia

NATIONAL REGISTER OR VIRGINIA LANDMARKS REGISTER Rehabilitation Projects
The Belfry Condominiums*
Richmond, VA

Linden Row
Richmond, VA

Bowers Brothers Coffee Company*
Richmond, VA

Loew’s Theater (Center Stage)**
Richmond, VA

The Carolina Inn
University of North Carolina
Chapel Hill, NC

Maymont
Richmond, VA

Carr's Hill
University of Virginia
Charlottesville, VA
Center for Education and Outreach
(Pauley Center)
Virginia Museum of Fine Arts
Richmond, VA
Charlotte County Courthouse
Charlotte County, VA
Colonial Theater
(Department of Social Services)
Richmond, VA
Colonial Williamsburg Lodge*
Williamsburg, VA
Colonial Williamsburg Spa and Fitness Center*
Williamsburg, VA
Columbian Building – Shockoe Slip*
Richmond, VA
Early Center for Christian Education & Worship*
Union Presbyterian Seminary
Richmond, VA
Hasker Marcuse Building*
Richmond, VA
Holly Lawn
Richmond, VA
Hotel Roanoke
Roanoke, VA
Interpretive Center at Historic Blenheim
Fairfax, VA
The Jefferson Hotel
Richmond, VA

*received/pursuing Historic Tax Credits
**consulting services to Architect/Engineer of Record

Morson's Row
Richmond, VA
Morven Main House*
University of Virginia Foundation
Charlottesville, VA
Norman Hall**
University of Florida
Gainesville, FL
North Court
University of Richmond
Richmond, VA
Pace-Armistead Hall
Randolph-Macon College
Ashland, VA
Planter’s National Bank Building
(Pocahontas State Office Building)
Richmond, VA
Robinson House
Virginia Museum of Fine Arts
Richmond, VA
Scott House
Virginia Commonwealth University
Richmond, VA
St. Catherine’s School
Richmond, VA
Stearns Block
(Iron Fronts)
Richmond, VA
Sweet Briar House
Sweet Briar College
Sweet Briar, VA
William Smith Morton Library
Union Presbyterian Seminary
Richmond, VA

NATIONAL HISTORIC LANDMARK PROPERTIES Rehabilitation Projects
Brandon Plantation
Prince George County, VA

Mineral Baths & Spa at the Homestead
Bath County, VA

Bremo Plantation
Fluvanna County, VA

Monumental Church
Richmond, VA

Bruton Parish Church
Williamsburg, VA

The Rotunda**
University of Virginia
Charlottesville, VA

Cranbrook School
Bloomfield Hills, MI
Egyptian Building
Richmond, VA
Gunston Hall
Lorton, VA
Lee Chapel**
Washington and Lee University
Lexington, VA

Tredegar Iron Works Civil War Center
Richmond, VA
Vawter Hall & Storum Hall
Virginia State University
Petersburg, VA
Wickham House
(The Valentine)*
Richmond, VA

NATIONAL HISTORIC LANDMARK DISTRICTS Rehabilitations of Individually Significant Buildings
Brookstown Mill
Winston-Salem, NC

Kimball Theater
Williamsburg, VA

Brody Jewish Center*
Charlottesville, VA

Larson Hall
United States Naval Academy
Annapolis, MD

The Colonnade (five buildings)*
Washington and Lee University
Lexington, VA
First English Lutheran Church
Richmond, VA
Fort Monroe National Monument
Hampton, VA
Holekamp Hall
Washington and Lee University
Lexington, VA

O’Neil Hall
University of Virginia
Charlottesville, VA
Pinehurst Resort
Pinehurst, NC
Waterford Mill
Loudoun County, VA

NATIONAL HISTORIC LANDMARK PROPERTIES New Buildings and Additions
Alumni House
College of William and Mary
Williamsburg, VA

Restoration of Montalto at Monticello
Charlottesville, VA

Moravian Archives
Winston-Salem, NC

Stemmons Plaza Utility Structure
Washington and Lee University
Lexington, VA

Pony Barn Education Center at Montpelier
Orange, VA

Visitor Center at Montpelier
Orange, VA

*received/pursuing Historic Tax Credits
**consulting services to Architect/Engineer of Record

Elevating the Human Spirit
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